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Ground System Integrator for the Department of Defense

Responsible for Research, Development and Engineering Support to 3,300 Army systems and many of the Army’s and DOD’s Top Joint Warfighter Development Programs
What are Our Technology Focus Areas?

- Ground Systems
- Vehicle Electronics Architecture
- Ground Systems Power & Mobility
- Ground Robotics
- Survivability
- Force Projection

Systems Engineering & Integration Excellence Across the Life Cycle
What are Our Technology Challenges?

Ground Systems Survivability
- Occupant Protection
- Under Armor Situational Awareness
- Lightweight Armor

Vehicle Electronic Architecture
- Vehicle Networks & Architectures
- Hardware & Software

Ground Systems Power & Mobility
- Size, Weight, Power & Cooling (SWAP-C) Efficiencies
- Drivetrains - Integrated Starter Generator, Hybrid, Higher Power Densities, Fuel Efficiency
- Exportable Power

Ground Robotics
- Reliability, Controls, & Interoperability

Force Projection
- Requirements for Modernization
How Can You Help?

TARDEC’s Ground Vehicle Gateway is YOUR entry point!

HTTPS://tardec.groundvehiclegateway.com

Submit your technology for review